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Why are we 
doing this?
Assessment, curriculum 

modification
changes



MLIS Graduation 
Assessment

•LO changed
•Essay updated

MSIS Graduation 
Assessment

•LO changed

Certificate 
Graduation 
Assessment

•No change



MLIS Graduation Assessment

What you need to turn in
1. Reflective essay

 For each learning outcome: discussion, use artifact to 
support your competency

 300-350 words per learning outcome; 1400-1700 
words in total

 Can address part of the LO

2. 4 artifacts in total

3. Professional resume or C.V.

4. 7-question Survey

 In Canvas [available after the graduation application deadline]

 By due date

 Rough timeline [March 1; August 15; Nov. 1]



https://sis.wayne.edu/students/mlis-grad-assessment/preparation



https://sis.wayne.edu/mlis/learning-outcomes



MSIS Graduation Assessment

What you need to turn in
1. Reflective essay

 2 Learning outcomes discussed: 

 1 self-identified, 1 chosen by the School

 Use 2 artifacts to support each learning outcome

2. 4 artifacts in total

3. Professional resume

4. 9-question Survey

 In Canvas [available after the graduation application deadline]

 By due date

 Rough timeline [March 1; August 15; Nov. 1]



https://sis.wayne.edu/students/msis-grad-assessment/preparation



https://sis.wayne.edu/msis/learning-outcomes



Certificate Graduation Assessment: 

 need one for each certificate 

 Demonstrative essay + 2 supporting artifacts 
uploaded separately + resume

 In a separate Canvas site

 Same due dates, timeline



Certificate Graduation Assessment: 

What you need to turn in
1. 2 artifacts

2. Demonstrative essay

 For each artifact, Discuss proficiency of 2 
learning outcomes

 Cannot have more than 1 duplicate learning 
outcome

3. Professional resume

4. Survey



Process
What happens in my last semester 

concerning graduation assessment and 
certificate graduation assessment?  

Apply for 
Graduation

Accept 
invitation to 

Canvas site(s)

Upload files, 
complete 

survey

Always 
check SIS 
website for 
the latest 

information!



Grading 
rubrics

MSIS Graduation Assessment Certificate Graduation Assessment 



MLIS Graduation Assessment 



My advice

Do not wait till the last minute

Structure in your essay
 Title page; 

 Intro; 

 LO1; 

 artifact 1; 

 LO2;

 artifact 2; 

 Professional philosophy  

 References

For the artifacts, make the course name 
and course number clear enough



Any questions?

binli@wayne.edu
acase@wayne.edu


